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W

ound education
is a complex
and nuanced
discipline. In
today’s educational environment, educators are challenged to support
learners in systematically developing the necessary critical
thinking and decision-making
skills to support the delivery of
patient-centred, evidence-informed care. A second challenge
is bridging the “theory to practice” gap by bringing evidence
alive in the clinical setting. There
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are many educational strategies
available to address these challenges. One such experiential
learning approach that we have
found effective is case-based
learning.
Though the terms problemand case-based education are
often used interchangeably,
there are subtle differences1
(see Figure 1). Case-based learning is highlighted as an effective
approach that educators can use
to convey new knowledge and
bridge the gap between theory
and clinical practice.

Case-Based Learning:
A Learner-Centred
Approach
Case-based learning is a learner-focused, flexible teaching
strategy.2 It brings meaning to
real-world scenarios through
learning activities that require
the use of personal and
co-operative experimentation
(group work), problem solving,
sharing and questioning in a
safe learning environment. In
this approach, educators play an
active role as facilitator versus
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didactic lecturer.3,4,5 They must
be flexible, creative and sensitive to learners’ needs—from
the intellectual, cognitive and
psychological perspectives.3
Case-based learning, or the
case method, has a long history
of use in education and was
first used in the early 1900s at
Harvard Medical School and at
the University of Edinburgh. In
the 1960s, McMaster UniversityMedical College implemented
a full-time curriculum using the
principles of case-based and
problem-based learning. Since
this time, the role of case-based
learning in professional education has continued to evolve in
other science and professional education programs (e.g.,
nursing and allied health sciences).6–9
Case-based learning is centred
on the application of knowledge
to practical, real-life case scenarios with the goal of engaging
learners in specific case-scenario
discussions. Learners play an
active role in the examination
of real or hypothetical clinical
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cases with the specific goal of
transferring knowledge to the
real world (theory to practice).
The strength of contextualizing cases to clinical practice
is twofold. First, it helps enrich
learning “by providing association that facilitates memory
storage, retention and retrieval,”
making learning more memorable; second, it motivates and
fosters new learning that is rel-

evant, practical and meaningful
to the learner.1 A limitation of
case-based learning is that the
learner may not get as comprehensive an overview of the
material as would be achieved
in a lecture (didactic style).1
Successful case-based learning
is interactive, interdisciplinary
and engaging. In small groups,
learners discuss the case and
problem-solve collaboratively.

A

pplying case-based learning can be achieved by
developing quality cases, having a supportive
instructional design and having facilitators and
teachers competent in both course content and
adult learning processes. High-quality cases:
1. raise meaningful issues reflective of professional
practice (set in the last five years)
2. are based in clinical practice (reality)
3. provide information to matching real situations
4. require mental activities and processes
5. arouse the learners’ curiosity and support the
experience of a need-to-know
6. call for a higher-order thinking by using prior
knowledge
7. probe the learners’ understanding of the
issues15,17
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Learners begin the group discussion with what they already
know about the case topic and
bring forward knowledge from
pre-readings and prior clinical
practice to enrich the discussion.
This progression gives learners
an opportunity to challenge
what they already know and
demonstrate how to consider
and use new knowledge in clinical practice.

Facilitators’ Role
The educator or case facilitator
has an active role in case-based
education, which may occur

as a one-on-one role with a
learner or in small groups. This
active role is necessary for the
success of case-based education. Through active facilitation,
learners in small groups are
supported in discussing the
case and deciding how to transfer prior or new knowledge to
the clinical setting. The learning shifts from the teacher as
expert to the learner as expert.
Knowledgeable and competent facilitators are essential for
offering effective group support
and instruction to the groups
through questioning, challenging and engaging learners.10–14

Principles for
Developing Cases
For educators, one of the challenges in case-based learning
is the time and effort it takes
to develop relevant, interactive
cases.1 High-quality cases reflect
the real-world environment and
should reflect the knowledge
and skills that the learners
will use in the clinical setting.
Educators developing cases
should:
1. contextualize the cases to
the learners’ environment
so they are relevant
2. develop cases that capture

Figure 1: Comparing Case-based and Problem-based Educational Approaches

Case-based Education

Problem-based Education
Definition

Learner-focused, flexible teaching strategy,2 where
learners construct new learning and meaning through
problem-solving, co-operative group work and experiential sharing.

Involves studying the complex client problem before
the theory is reviewed, bringing learners together
to critically think, problem-solve and engage in selfdirected study.1

Learner’s Role
• prior reading required
• problem or clinical cases are presented in a structured format
• learners (small group) seek outside information and
sources
• brainstorming to actively explore case
• case discussion with integration of prior and new
knowledge
• group discussion and conclusion
• focuses on clinical skills

•
•
•
•
•
•

prior reading not provided
clinical cases presented
specific tests, investigations, laboratory values
self-directed learning
group discussion and conclusion
conclusion may not be correct and may need further investigation
• focus on problem-solving and self-directed learning

Facilitator’s Role
• facilitator has advance preparation
• facilitator’s role is active in leading learner toward
objectives
• gives feedback
• provides probing questions to further discussion
• moderates discussion, correcting errant statements
and helping to explain difficult concepts
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• facilitator has advance preparation
• facilitator’s role is passive
• does not guide discussion even when learners
explore possibilities
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the central learning points
that then become the central hub of the learning
activities and discussion
3. develop cases that challenge the learner cognitively and conceptually
Several researchers have
developed basic principles to
support the development of
cases (see sidebar on p. 23).15–17

Summary
The importance of relevant,
timely and practical wound care
education cannot be overstated.

We have found that case-based
learning is a valuable approach
to convey new knowledge in
a relevant and real-world context. If you are an educator, we
recommend that you consider
case-based learning because
when it is offered in a collaborative interdisciplinary venue,
learners are able to identify the
practical applications of their
new understandings to clinical
practice.
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